Intro to Airbnb for
Vacation Rental Managers
For API connected partners

Airbnb Overview
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Building & Managing
Inventory

Communicating With
Potential Guests

Reservation
Management

How your inventory is built,
accessed, and managed on
Airbnb

How to manage guest
communication and confirmed
reservations

Dealing with cancellations,
security deposit claims and more
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Building & Managing Your
Listings

IMPORTANT: If you are connecting through an API partner you *must* create a new Airbnb account.
Even if you already have an existing Airbnb account.
____________________________
Talk to your Regional Market Manager about transferring reviews, star ratings and previous Superhost
status from your old account to your new API-updated account

Authorize your Channel Manager

•

Notify your Channel Manager that you’d like to distribute
your properties via Airbnb

•

They should direct you to a page that allows you to authorize
your Channel Manager to access your Airbnb account

•

Review the Additional Terms of Service, and select
“Allow”

•

This will redirect you to your Channel Manager, where
you can select listings to publish to Airbnb

Complete a new profile
• Name: Use the name of your business
• Birthday: Enter the birthday of the owner or principal of the company
• Email: This should be where you want all correspondence to go. Must be an
email that can receive and respond-to messages.
• Phone number: Needs to be a landline or mobile phone that you have access to,
as it will be used for verification. It can’t be an answering service.
• Describe Yourself: share background about your company
• Profile photo: Logos are acceptable, though ideally you should use photo of the
owner or main POC

Understanding the Verified ID Process
What to Expect
Verified ID connects your Airbnb profile with other sources of information about you. While you're completing the
Verified ID process, you might be asked to:
•

Take a photo or upload an image of your government-issued ID, such as your driver's license or passport.

•

Connect another online profile to your Airbnb account, such as a Facebook, Google, or LinkedIn account.

•

Upload an Airbnb profile photo and provide a phone number and email address.

•

We take privacy seriously, so the information you provide during this process is encrypted and governed by our
Privacy Policy.

Where to Start
First, make sure you have the latest version of your Internet browser installed. Then, visit airbnb.com/verify and
click the Verify Me button. We'll guide you through each step.

Earn the Verified ID Badge
When you've completed Verified ID, you'll earn a badge on your profile. As a host, you can require that your
guests complete the verified ID process.

Suppliers with API Integration

If you distribute your inventory through one of our
select channel partners:
•

You will not make any changes to your
listings on Airbnb

•

All content, rates, and inventory will be push
to Airbnb dynamically through your PMS
Software w/ direct API integration into
Airbnb

Not Available for PMCs distributing through a Channel Manager

Listing Photography
General photo tips:
• High resolution photos look best; 4200x2700
pixels @ 300 dpi.
• Do not put watermarks, logos, or text on top of
your images.
• Our analysis shows that listings with at least
20 photos convert at a higher rate.
• We offer free professional photography in
many markets. Request at
airbnb.com/photography.
• Choose your best photo for the lead image
slot.
• Include photos of each bed and/or bedroom

ACCEPTING LIVE BOOKINGS

Checklist: Confirm the Details of Your Listing
To ensure that all of your policies are current and accurate have transferred through
the API connection, check your listing on airbnb.com.

Cancellation Policy:

Minimum Length of Stay:

House Rules:

Cleaning Fee & Security Deposit:

Instant Book: How it works

All API-connected partners are automatically enabled for
Instant Book, which means:
• When the listing is available, all reservation requests
are automatically accepted
• If you are uncomfortable with your Instant Book
guests’ behavior or they violate your House Rules, you
can cancel up to 3 times penalty free
• You can set parameters on how far in advance guests
can book
• You can write an automated message to a guest who is
attempting to Instant Book your property
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Reservations and Communicating
with Potential Guests

The Dashboard

The Dashboard acts your one stop shop in which you can view
the following information:
• Pending inquiries from guests and potential guests
• Alerts & notifications regarding reviews, payouts, security
deposit claims, and other information
• Upcoming Reservations
• Metrics focused on listing performance and quality of guest
experience

Guest Inquiries: An Overview

Each message will have a status associated with it. Some
definitions:
• Inquiry: An initial message that has yet to be answered
• Accepted: For guests with a confirmed reservation
• Cancelled: A reservation that you or your guest cancelled
• Special Offer: An instance in which you responded to the
guest with a new quote. Quote can be used to raise rates,
provide discounts, or cross-sell to another listing
• Closed: Guest has booked with another property

Choosing the Right Response
Respond

Special Offer

Responding to the inquiry will:
• Answer questions or concerns the guest may have
about the accommodations
• Give you the opportunity to learn more about your
potential guest

Special Offers will:
• Override your existing price and allow you to send
your potential guest a new quote for the same listing

Managing Your Reservations
‘Your Reservations’ tab will allow you to:
• View details for all reservations
• Contact guest via email or phone
• Print confirmation page
• Alter or cancel reservation
• Report a problem
• View message history

Confirmation Emails & Guest Details
Reservation & Guest Details

Confirmation Intro

Guest & Host will
receive confirmation
email with reservation
details and contact
information.

Rental agreements,
check-in guides, and
house manual can all be
sent to guests either
through the Airbnb
platform or their personal
email.

Invoice

Hosts with Super Strict
cancellation policies will
receive payout 30/60 days
prior to arrival, while all
other hosts will receive
payout 24 hours after checkin.

Receiving Payments
Select your preferred payout method in ‘Account Settings’

Payout options vary by region. Main
options are: Direct Deposit (ACH),
PayPal, Prepaid Debit Cards and
Western Union. More on payouts
here.

If you have more than one payout method, you can add payout
routing rules. These let you split your payouts among different
payout methods or set a different payout method for each listing in
your account. From Payout Preferences, scroll down and click Add
Payout Routing Rule.

Please allow 2-3 business days for bank to process ACH transfer.
If you have multiple check-ins on the same day your payout will be
the sum of all reservations checking in that day.
You will be alerted by email when a payout is released. It will
include total amount paid out as well as separate line items for each
reservation amount

Collecting Taxpayer Information
Account Section —> Payout Preference

• Once payout method is set you can add taxpayer
information
• As a US company, we’re required to collect taxpayer
information from Hosts who have US-sourced income
• Depending on your tax status, we’ll provide you with a
tax form showing your earnings for the year
• Without this information, we will automatically withhold
28% from all future payouts

Airbnb collects and remits taxes in select regions. It is the host’s
responsibility to assess all tax obligations, including state and city
jurisdictions. For more information, visit:
https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/653/in-what-areas-is-occupancytax-collection-and-remittance-by-airbnb-available

Altering an Existing Reservation
Your Reservations Page

Airbnb’s Alteration Tool allows hosts and guests to make changes to a
reservation after it has been confirmed.
NOTE: Reservations cannot be altered through your
channel manager. All reservations alterations must be
initiated in the Airbnb platform.
Alterations require the approval of both guest and host. If changes are
accepted guest will be charged or refunded the difference.
Potential changes may include:
• Switching from one property to another
• Changing the number of Guests
• Modifying the check-in or check-out date
• Modifying the total cost of the reservation (excluding fees)

Alter Reservation Page

Guest & Host Cancellations
Host Cancellation Page

We understand things come up that may require you to cancel on a guest. But when you
cancel, the following penalties may apply:
• Automatic post on listing indicating that reservation was cancelled by Host
• Your calendar will remain blocked for the dates of the reservation
• Subject to a $50 cancellation fee if you cancel more than once in a six-month period

Guest Cancellation Page

When a guest cancels through Airbnb, they are subject to cancellation policy
• Super Strict 30/60: No refund inside 30/60 days, 50% refund outside of 30/60
days
• Strict: No refund inside 7 days, 50% refund outside of 7 days

Airbnb has an Extenuating Circumstances Policy policy that apply to certain guest cancellations. An overview of that policy may be found here.

Instant Book Cancellations

Guests must agree to the House Rules you write.
But if you’re uncomfortable with your guest’s
behavior, either before or during their stay, you can
cancel without penalty.

Using the Resolutions Center
REFUNDS, REQUESTS, AND SECURITY DEPOSIT CLAIMS

Airbnb’s Resolutions Center (airbnb.com/resolutions) is the
most efficient way to resolve issues during a stay:
Refund or Request?

• Offer guest a partial reimbursement
• Request compensation for damages
• Request money for ancillary services (pool heating fee,
private chef rental, etc)

Next Step Submission

Select Reservation

Security Deposit Claims

Security Deposit Claims Best Practices:
1. Make sure listing in question has a security deposit line item added
(see Pricing section)
2. Submit claim immediately. Not all documentation is require
immediately, but claim must be submitted with 48 hours in order to
allow Airbnb to authorize the card on file
3. Document everything. The more photographic evidence you have
the easily it will be for our customer experience team to authorize
the claim.
4. Once claim is submitted the guest can either agree to pay charges or
you can escalate claim Airbnb’s customer experience team to
mediate the situation.
5. Once customer experience team is involved you should prepare to
submit additional documentation (i.e. Photos, invoices, or receipts).
6. If damages fall under our Host Guarantee Claim (i.e. vandalism,
gross negligence, and theft) claim will be escalated to our Trust &
Safety Team.

Transaction History
Account Section —> Transaction History

Overview of Transaction History page:
• View & export information on every reservation
• Each payout amount is the total of all reservations that checked-in on the same day
• All amounts shown are the net value of the reservation after Airbnb commission
• Use Gross Earnings tab to export CSV of gross total of each reservation before Airbnb
commission
• CSV export of Transaction History will provide you will additional information:
• Reservation Start Date
• # of Nights
• Host Fee (commission)
• Refunds & resolution adjustments
• Cleaning fee
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Account Management

Security Checks & Additional Verifications
Airbnb Account —> Security

Setting up Trusted Browsers:
•

We recommend enabling login notifications and
marking your browsers as trusted if you plan on
accessing your account from multiple browsers

•

This will help prevent your account from becoming
accidentally flagged for suspicious login - especially if
multiple users are accessing your account from multiple
locations

Sample Security Check

Security Checks:
•

Occasionally when making changes to your account such as
adding new listings and adding new payout methods Airbnb
will ask you to verify you account

•

Verifications will be in the form of text or phone call.

•

It’s important to have a phone number on file that can either
receive text messages or doesn’t have an automated answering
system implemented

Guest & Host Reviews
Airbnb Profile —> Reviews

•

Reviews are your opportunity to build a great reputation in the Airbnb community. Since
hosts and guests can only write a review after a reservation is confirmed on the site, you can
trust that any review you see on a profile page is the result of an actual person booking with
or hosting another member of the community.

•

Both parties are notified to leave a review by email as well as in the Alerts section of their
Airbnb Dashboard.

•

Both parties have 14 days from check out to leave a review. Reviews are not posted until
both parties leave a review or 14 day window passes.

•

Hosts and guests may leave a public response to a review.

•

In addition, hosts and guests are given the opportunity to leave private feedback for each
other.

•

More on Airbnb’s review guidelines.

Airbnb Hosting Standards

airbnb.com/hospitality
Failure to meet Airbnb’s minimum hosting standards
may result in temporary suspension of your account.

Poor Review Scores
• Below a 4.0 overall review score in the past year across all listings
(active & inactive)
• Must have at least 2 total poor reviews (<4 starts) in the past year
• Suspension will only be triggered upon a negative review

Cancellations
• Greater than 10% cancellation rate in the past year across all
listings (active & deactivate)
• Must have at least 2 cancellations in the past year
• Suspension will only be triggered upon cancellation
• Cancellations from IB hosts uncomfortable with their guests or any
host who verified an extenuating circumstance cancellation will
NOT count toward the cancellation rate

Measuring Superhost Status

To become a Superhost, you need to meet a set of
standards:
•

Host at least 10 trips in the past 12 months

•

Maintain a 90% response rate or higher

•

Receive a 5-star review at least 80% of the time (as
long as at least half of the guests who stayed with you
left a review)

•

Complete each of your confirmed reservations without
canceling

* The Superhost requirements are measured every 3
months, and are based on your activity in the past twelve
months. Learn more here.

Contacting Customer Service
Your Account Manager is responsible for all questions regarding your account setup. If you
have questions about anything else, you can browse the Airbnb Help Center
(www.airbnb.com/support).
•

Airbnb’s Help Center can help you learn what Airbnb is all about, and discover the tools
that help make distributing easy and reliable.

•

If you still have questions, you can contact Airbnb’s Customer Experience team at
www.airbnb.com/contact.

•

When contacting Airbnb, please select the appropriate topic—it ensures that your question
is escalated to the the team best suited to answer it.

Airbnb’s Regional Managers
North America

Justin Hauge
justin.hauge@airbnb.com
Southeast Beaches

Brent Boone
brent.b@airbnb.com
Florida

Mikel Freemon
mikel.freemon@airbnb.com
Caribbean

Alan Cannon
alan.cannon@airbnb.com
Hawaii

David Burden
david.burden@airbnb.com
US Ski Resorts

Cammy Houser
cammy.houser@airbnb.com
Mid Atlantic

Kintxo Cortes
kintxo.cortes@airbnb.com
Latin America

Tommy Wang
tommy.wang@airbnb.com
California

Regional Market Managers are your direct POC at Airbnb. They are responsible for:
•

The on-boarding and integration of your inventory onto Airbnb

•

The education on how to to efficiently use Airbnb

•

Consultation regarding the performance and quality of your account

Andrew Baker
andrew.baker@airbnb.com
Pacific Northwest

Peter Andruszkiewicz
peter.andruszkiewicz@airbnb.com
Northeast Beaches

Airbnb’s Regional Managers
Europe

Carola (Caro) Dettweiler
carola.dettweiler@airbnb.com
Austria & Switzerland

Andreas Stillborg
andreas.stillborg@airbnb.com
Nordics

Dimitrios Protopappas
dimitrios.protopappas@airbnb.com
Greece

Jay Gnamien
jay.gnamien@airbnb.com
Corsica

Maria Graf
maria.graf@airbnb.com
Germany

Alexis (Alex) Dussillol
alexis.dussillol@airbnb.com
French Alps

Venetia Scott-Dalgleish
venetia.scott-dalgleish@airbnb.com
UK

Romain Duthoit
romain.duthoit@airbnb.com
France

Luka Birkic
luka.birkic@airbnb.com
Croatia

Martina Albani
martina.albani@airbnb.com
Italy

Marta Hazas
marta.hazas@airbnb.com
Spain

Airbnb’s Regional Managers
Asia Pacific

Avril Tan
avril.tan@airbnb.com
Indonesia, Thailand

Darren Vincent
darren.vincent@airbnb.com
Australia, New Zealand

Regional Market Managers are your direct POC at Airbnb. They are responsible for:
•

The on-boarding and integration of your inventory onto Airbnb

•

The education on how to to efficiently use Airbnb

•

Consultation regarding the performance and quality of your account
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Appendix

